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Our Vision
Sustainable food systems where people and planet thrive.

Our Mission
We connect, empower, and inspire people to strengthen BC’s
sustainable food systems.

We respectfully acknowledge our work
takes place on the unceded and sovereign
Indigenous territories within the colonial
borders of British Columbia.
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Our Commitment to Anti-Racism,
Equity, and Justice
As a majority white organization working in the food movement, we
acknowledge that we have been complicit in the systematic oppression of
Indigenous food systems and BIPOC food leaders. We honestly and humbly
recognize this uncomfortable truth and are actively seeking ways to learn
from and be proactive allies for all farm folks and city folks, specifically Black,
Indigenous, and other people of colour.
We are seeking ways to use our networks, relationships, and resources to
amplify the work of food leaders and seed sovereignty advocates that have
been historically ignored in our colonial food system. Our staff and board
are committed to doing the necessary work to help FarmFolk CityFolk be an
organization that not only strives for sustainable food systems in BC, but one
that also makes equity and justice inextricable parts of that mission.

Our Agriculture Mission

We are learning, and have a long way to go. Please join us on the journey.

We strive for a more resilient, productive, and viable food system in which
farmers are supported to grow their food in ways that mitigate climate
change and protect biodiversity. To that end, we support regenerative and
climate-friendly agriculture in livestock and crop production. We believe that
all farmers across all of BC’s agricultural sectors—livestock, poultry, dairy,
vegetable, berry, nut, and fruit—can positively contribute toward a resilient,
low-carbon, food system in BC. Our programming offers regionally specific support and engages with farmers across the province—from Vancouver
Island to the Kootenays, the Southern Okanagan to the North.
Resilient food systems start with resilient seeds. We support local seed
production and seed security by providing seed education, skills training,
and infrastructure to BC farmers and growers to increase the production of
high-quality seed. Seed security will allow BC farmers to grow food from seed
that has been bred for local conditions, has been adapted to the local climate, requires fewer carbon-intensive inputs (e.g. synthetic fertilizers), and
protects crop diversity.
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A Message from the Board
The year 2021 brought a new language to our daily lexicon here in BC, with
‘heat dome’ and ‘atmospheric rivers’ being terms heard daily in the news and
neighbourhood conversations. With these devastating impacts of climate change
in our backyards, the ensuing impacts on our food systems have made our work
even more relevant. Our team, along with our generous supporters, responded to
the call, continuing to inspire, equip and advocate for building sustainable food
systems across the Province where people and the planet thrive.

Reinforcing Our Values
In 2020 we recognized that organizational values were a missing element to our
work. We are proud of what the organization has accomplished since its inception
in 1993 and have proven to be collaborative, courageous, and joyful stewards in the
food movement. In 2021 we established our core values:

Collaborative – Collaboration is key to who we are and what we do. We choose
to connect, engage, and partner with people—from rural to urban, government
to industry—in order to build relationships and strengthen food systems at the
community level.

Courageous – We have the courage to tackle big problems, try innovative things,
and have difficult conversations. We lead with integrity and heart.

Joyful – We take pride in the positive work we do. We are consciously optimistic,
motivated by joy, and we celebrate accomplishments. We love to celebrate the
contributions of farmers, ranchers, chefs, food businesses, advocates, and eaters in
our community and our work.

2021

These values have truly resonated with staff, volunteers, funders, farmers and
eaters, helping us ground our work.

A Year in Review
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Reacting to Change
We decided to close our Granville Island office and moved to a virtual office
environment. Many other COVID driven adaptations were made to our
programming such as turning our annual Feast of Fields event into a virtual event
and bringing Farmer Field Days into engaging online discussions. Another change
we made was to refresh our website and we were particularly excited to design a
new logo to brand FarmFolk CityFolk.

As well as developing a workshop series, we will be co-producing a number of
educational resources to make sharing information about seed production and
stewardship more accessible for those already running school gardening programs.
Seeding these concepts with the youngest members of society means they have a
better chance to take root in the future. Seed stewards of tomorrow are children of
today.

Equity, Justice and Inclusion
Our Board and staff remain committed to doing the necessary work to ensure FFCF
continues to be an organization that not only strives for sustainable food systems
but makes equity diversity and justice an inextricable part of our mission. We look
to our networks, relationships and resources to amplify the work of food leaders
and seed sovereignty advocates.

Leadership

It was time for a brand change. We wanted to ‘get out of the box’ - a square logo is
hard to work within modern social media and design. We also felt that this out of
the box approach better reflects our values of courage, collaboration and joy. Our
work is not black and white, nor are we. The work we do is nuanced and grounded
in the community and the earth, and we wanted the colours to reflect that. The
interconnected qualities of the ‘forks” represent the duality of our audience: eaters
and producers. We have ‘raised’ the forks in an act to empower and inspire others
to support sustainable food systems where people and planet thrive.

Our Work & Impact
You will read about our Climate Solutions through Food Systems program
that continues to support farmers and ranchers, engage eaters, and influence
Government policy to help transform food lands to be part of the climate solution.
Through reinforcing practices including the adoption of cover cropping, and
normalizing rotational grazing, the shift towards low-input and low-emissions is
increasing climate resilience in our food systems and improving food security in
BC.

At the conclusion of 2021, our Executive Director Anita Georgy announced her
departure from FFCF. Anita established strong operational systems and brought
innovative thinking to our work, especially needed when leading the organization
through a global pandemic. The Board is grateful to Anita for her contributions to
FarmFolk CityFolk’s growth and leadership.
On behalf of the entire Board of Directors, we salute and express our deep
appreciation to the staff team at FFCF who continue to be courageous in the face
of an ongoing pandemic and climate crisis, adjusting and adapting to continually
support the needs of farmers and eaters.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Freeman, Co-Chair
FarmFolk CityFolk Board of Directors

Andrea Gunner, Co-Chair
FarmFolk CityFolk Board of Directors

Since co-founding Farmers for Climate Solutions (FCS) in 2020, a national
coalition of 23 members who advocate for agricultural policies and programs that
help farmers mitigate and adapt to climate change, FFCF staff and advisors have
been engaged member in FCS’ Provincial Government Relations Ad Hoc Working
Group, Communications Working Group and the Policy Working Group.
Resilient food systems start with resilient seeds and our BC Seed Security
program continued running programs and building relationships with farmers,
gardeners, and academic institutions throughout 2021. Funding from the Ministry
of Agriculture and Food supported costs to operate our mobile seed cleaning
equipment as well as other farmer-related seed programming. We were excited to
bring our work into classrooms across BC, working in collaboration with Farm to
School BC, and delivering into school gardening programs.
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Strengthening CSA’s
Our Strengthening Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) program is a direct response to
the needs of BC farmers. In 2020, we delivered a survey to farmers and found that they were
in need of support to market their produce through sustainable sales channels. We started the
Strengthening CSA program and began delivering resources, education, and activities to support
farmers across the province.
Our Facebook group, CSA Farmers of British Columbia, continued to grow in 2021. We actively
facilitate connections and mentorship opportunities in the group of 88 members, building a strong
and supportive network of CSA farmers.
We hosted a six-part webinar series curated for CSA farmers that had excellent engagement. All
participants reported the webinar was useful and would recommend it to others, and over half
responded they would apply the information learned. The webinars continue to be available as
resources on our website and YouTube channel.
For eaters—and the farmers who feed them—we developed and launched the first-of-its-kind-inBC interactive map and web resource for CSA programs in the province. This centralized, extensive
online listing helps connect producers and consumers directly. Folks can search the directory of
98 CSAs by region, type of food, and/or pick-up location. We continue to expand the number of
farms listed and increase the benefit of this innovative online resource to farmers and eaters.

Photos by Glorious Organics

What is a CSA?
Community Supported Agriculture is a program where customers purchase ‘shares’
in seasonal harvests from their local farmers. This mutual commitment guarantees
consumers repeated deliveries of fresh, local food, and provides farmers with a
source of income during a period of high expense.
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2021 was an exciting and
successful year:
We brought together over 100 seed
growers, advocates, and community
organizers for the 2021 Virtual BC Seed
Gathering to foster collaboration and
strengthen the sustainable seed sector in
our province.
We increased our number of Mobile Seed
Cleaning Trailers from 1 to 4! We now have
4 trailers equipped with valuable new seed
cleaning equipment.

BC Seed Security
BC’s food system resiliency relies on the availability
of locally bred seeds, able to withstand the province’s
varied growing conditions. Our BC Seed Security
Program supports and builds capacity for vegetable seed
production across the province.
14 | FarmFolk CityFolk

We scaled-up vegetable seed research,
breeding projects, and public engagement
opportunities at our Research &
Education Farm.
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The Bauta Family Initiative on
Canadian Seed Security
We are proud to be a regional representative of the Bauta Family Initiative on
Canadian Seed Security. The Bauta initiative brings together Canadian organic
and agro-ecological seed stakeholders to advance agricultural biodiversity
and increase ecological seed quality, quantity, and diversity in BC and across
Canada.
As part of our work with the Bauta initiative, we engaged with farmers through
our CANOVI program. We also worked with Bauta to create several informative
webinars for their Seed Webinar Series. A monthly Anti-Oppression Reading
Group that we took part in is part of the slow and cautious work we are engaged
in to shift our awareness and inform our programming.

Canadian Organic Vegetable
Improvement (CANOVI)
The Canadian Organic Vegetable Improvement (CANOVI) program is a
collaboration between ourselves, the UBC Centre for Sustainable Food
Systems, and the Bauta Family Initiative on Canadian Seed Security. Through
the CANOVI program, we develop high-quality, regionally adapted vegetable
seed through on-farm variety trials and breeding programs.
Solveig Hanson at UBC took the lead in creating the communication templates
shared with the provincial representatives communicating emails to growers
in their network. Approximately 17 farmers across BC participated in on-farm
variety trials of several crops. Most of the participating farmers took part in
the trials for radicchio and rutabaga. Some also grew orange and red carrot
breeding lines to contribute to the root selections for seed production. We grew
all of the CANOVI trial crops at the Research and Education Seed Farm. In
addition, we were able to contribute data about CANOVI varieties through our
tasting events.
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School Seed
Stewardship Project
We joined forces with Farm to School BC to bring seed
stewardship and education to students from K-12 in
schools across BC. We aim to teach students basic
seed-saving biology and skills while imparting a sense
of seed stewardship through physical engagement in
their school gardens.
In collaboration with the Farm to School BC team, we
put together plans for a pilot project to begin in 2022.
Six schools will take part in the pilot project, with four
workshops at each school. Workshops will cover topics
from planning and harvesting seed crops in the school
garden to developing seed libraries within schools.
The project aims to share our knowledge and passion
for seed security with hands-on practical lessons
and workshops to inspire the next generation of seed
growers. Workshops will be shared publicly for folks
beyond our pilot program as a general school seed
saving resource. We have received a lot of interest and
enthusiasm from teachers and schools and are excited
to work with incredible community partners on this
new program.
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Mobile Seed Cleaning Trailers

Why is mobile seed cleaning equipment valuable?
Our seed cleaning equipment is valuable for anyone who grows and saves seeds, from
home gardeners to commercial farmers. Seeds cleaning is an important step in the seed
production or seed saving process, separating seed from the plant, and removing chaff and
debris from seed. We get consistent feedback that having mobile seed cleaning equipment
saves a lot of time cleaning seeds, gets seeds cleaner than they could have without it, allows
farmers to test equipment they may be interested in purchasing, and allows seed growers to
connect with each other.

Citizen Seed Trial
Seed cleaning can be tedious and time-consuming, and often a lack or complete absence of
equipment is inhibiting for seed growers. Our mobile seed cleaning trailers provide seed cleaning
equipment that allows BC vegetable seed growers to scale-up by cleaning their seeds more
efficiently.
This year, we quadrupled the number of mobile seed cleaning trailers in our fleet, going from one
trailer to four! Thanks to funding from the Ministry of Agriculture and Food, we introduced valuable
new seed cleaning equipment.
The 2021 Mobile Seed Cleaner Tours were an overwhelming success. With 15 stops around the
province, we connected with many friendly faces and cleaned an abundance of seeds. Travelling
throughout the Interior and Vancouver Island on our two tours, we did public seed demonstrations,
worked with school kids, and supported farms cleaning large quantities of seed. Since the tour, the
Vancouver Island mobile seed cleaner has been in high demand. We are developing a collective
agreement and trialling booking software amongst interested users in the seedy community to be
more widely available to anyone who needs it.

Our 2021 Citizen Seed Trials (CST) were geared toward understanding regional adaptation,
variety selection, and other aspects of plant breeding. Home gardeners and growers tested snow
peas, beets, and two varieties of tomatoes. The tomato trials featured Stupice and Alpharora,
the snow peas featured Slocan and Beauregard, and we looked at two different F2 beet breeding
populations.
The CST community was more engaged than ever this year. With over 450 members, our Facebook
group was a hub for folks to share how their plants were growing, encourage each other, and ask
questions. We put on four webinars for CST participants, providing information about variety trials,
giving details about growing beet and pea seeds, answering questions, and sharing results from the
trials.

“Great project to get “regular”
citizens involved, learn more about
growing, increase general knowledge
about food security, and more!”
- Loni P.
“I absolutely love this program!! I get
my child involved to help document.
It is an amazing learning tool for the
young and old gardener alike!”
- Theresa B.
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Research and Education Seed Farm
As part of our goal to increase food system resiliency in BC, we
started our Research and Education Seed Farm in 2019 to become
a nucleus for local seed development and education. The farm is
located on three and a half acres of certified organic land at the
Maple Lane Agricultural Innovation Centre in Abbotsford. We
envisioned a place to support seed production in BC and facilitate
citizen learning opportunities. We were able to bring much of
that vision to life this year. In 2021, we scaled up vegetable seed
research, breeding projects, and public engagement opportunities
at the farm. We also grew a wider variety of crops and saved more
seeds than in 2020. This allowed us to sell seeds through the BC
Eco Seed Co-op and produce seeds for next year’s CST. We shared
the journey with our community throughout the season through
newsletter updates, blogs, and social media posts.
Our seed farm fared well despite the challenges of numerous
extreme weather events. Through the summer heat dome, our soil
was able to hold and wick water well, keeping most of our plants
alive. We officially became certified organic by the BC Association
for Regenerative Agriculture, a huge accomplishment for us that
sets us up for future success.

Seed to Food
Through our Seed to Food program, we collaborate with community partners to redistribute food
by-products of our public Research and Education Seed Farm trials to those who need it most.
Launched in the summer of 2020 in response to the COVID-19 global pandemic, the program
continued strong in 2021. This year, we increased the amount of food we donated from 1700 lbs
(770 kg) in 2020 to 1870 lbs (860 kg).
We continued to work with the Food Stash Foundation to distribute much of the food donated
through Seed to Food. Food Stash creates weekly boxes for low income families and expanded its
reach this year by opening a ‘pay what you feel’ rescued food market.
We also provided food for Chef TJ Conwi at Ono Vancouver, who has been redirecting food from
restaurant and restaurant supplier food stock to provide thousands of meals for community
organizations. When their food donations waned in the wake of flooding in the Fraser Valley, we
were happy to be able to quickly respond to the need with a large donation of squash from our
Research and Education Seed Farm.

different crops
crops
30 different
varieties of
of crops
crops
125 varieties
varieties of
of crops
crops to
to seed
seed
25 varieties
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BC Seed Gathering
Our BC Seed Gathering brings together folks from across
the seed sector in one place to foster collaboration and
strengthen the sustainable seed sector in our province.
This year, we connected with over 100 seed growers,
advocates, and community organizers from across BC
for a weekend of building connections and sharing
ideas.
The 2021 Virtual BC Seed Gathering featured 21 speakers and sessions that shared diverse
perspectives, facilitated meaningful dialogue, offered inspiration, and provided opportunities
for participants to connect. We were honoured to listen and learn from three Indigenous groups
for our keynote session. Session topics included a seed saver panel, integrating seed crops into
vegetable production, running a seed library, increasing community engagement, and much more.
Other activities included virtual farm tours and film screenings of ‘Walking with Plants’ and ‘Ha
Nii Tokxw: Our Food Table’, both beautiful and thought-provoking films. Participants engaged in
meaningful discussion during Q & A’s following each of the farm tours and film screenings.
We also hosted a virtual seed swap, had a cozy open mic and social evening, and all those who
joined in a radicchio and rutabaga tasting were wowed by Chef Rob Cleland, with a delicious and
informative Taste and Tell and recipe sharing session.

Seedy Saturday Capacity Building
In February 2021, we collaboratively hosted BC’s first-ever province-wide Virtual Seedy Saturday
Conference alongside numerous independent Seedy Saturday groups. The event was an
overwhelming success. We connected with nearly 100 collaborators from across the province and
were joined by approximately 450 participants.
We identified the need for a province-wide event to bring together seed enthusiasts across BC in
various Seedy Saturday Capacity Building Calls. In response to Seedy organizers’ desire to deliver
a pandemic-friendly gathering, we hosted the conference virtually. We were honoured to have
renowned food sovereignty activist Vandana Shiva give a keynote address. Another highlight
for many were breakout sessions that facilitated connections between communities across the
province.
Throughout the regular Seedy Saturday season, we continued to provide support by advertising
weekly for upcoming Seedy Saturday events. We held Seedy Saturday Capacity Calls with
community organizers throughout September to November, planning for the BC Seed Gathering,
sharing experiences from the past season, and exchanging ideas for the season to come.

“It was an amazing weekend. Great presentations, lots to learn,
fun. Thanks for steering us through it all. Following the suggestion
of the people in the Community Discussion Group, Lillooet Food
Matters has initiated a bi-weekly Zoom meeting, starting on
March 8th [...]. Our focus will be on organic vegetable gardening,
nut and fruit tree/bush production, as well as seed saving.
Our goal is to increase our ability in the Lillooet area to have
sustainable food systems. Thanks to the inspiration we all gained
from the Virtual Seedy Saturday!”
- Eleanor Wright, Lillooet Food Matters
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Public Seed Events
Seed Saving & Cleaning Workshops
We collaborated with a number of organizations this year to share our expertise
and support public seed events.
We did a presentation on the ‘Importance of Seeds’ as part of Protect our
Winters Canada’s 12-month campaign encouraging folks to take action to
reduce their carbon footprint. Our presentation, which is now available online,
led to an engaging discussion where we were able to answer questions and
connect with seed enthusiasts.
At the end of August, we led a Seed Saving and Cleaning Workshop for
the Urban Ecology program at Douglas College. We shared information,
demonstrated seed cleaning equipment, and helped clean seeds from the
Douglas College native pollinator garden.
During our Mobile Seed Cleaner Tours, we offered informal Seed Cleaning
Workshops and shared information about seed saving. We also had the
opportunity to participate in two local film projects.

Farmer Field Days
Farmer Field Days are collaborative peer-to-peer seedy learning
experiences. We invite partners, fellow growers, and public seed
enthusiasts to learn about and improve existing seed farming
projects throughout the province. Together we ask questions, learn,
and gather community input to help one another expand vegetable
seed growing in BC.
Due to Covid-19, the opportunity for in-person events was limited,
and field days were not an area of focus for us this year. Virtual
farmer training continued in 2021, and we supported a series
of crop specific webinars through the Bauta Family Initiative on
Canadian Seed Security.

Tasting Events
Tasting events are fun and interactive ways to engage people in our work and
get folks excited about the wide range of delicious flavour in BC vegetables.
Many folks who participated in our tasting events were surprised at how
varieties within the same crop can taste vastly different. We had over 8 tasting
events this year, kickstarted with a fun rutabaga tasting during our Vancouver
Island Mobile Seed Cleaner Tour.

Seed Enterprise Budgets

Our biggest tasting event was our Bitter Together: Radicchio Tasting event.
We had a total of 60 participants taste and rank five types of radicchio.
Enthusiasm for the event was overwhelming, and we look forward to expanding
it in future years.

Our Seed Enterprise Budgets help farmers determine their cost
of labour and materials input, as well as potential sales revenue
for projected seed crops. We first developed and tested our
seed growing budget model in 2018 alongside the University of
British Columbia as part of the CANOVI program. We continue
to test and gather data for our enterprise budgets at our Research
and Education Seed Farm and in collaboration with BC farming
partners.

Other tasting events were connected to our BC Seed Gathering conference.
We put on a small but mighty radicchio and rutabaga tasting at the Esquimalt
Farmers Market. Participants braved the weather on a blustery Thursday
evening to share their opinions about these underrated winter wonders.

We anticipate a need to reassess how these budgets will be used
and shared in the future. We are looking into gathering information
through interviews with seed growers and by collaborating with
other organizations in 2022-23.

During the BC Seed Gathering, the Taste and Tell session provided a chefguided and crowdsourced exploration of rutabaga and radicchio. Participants
were able to learn from cooking demonstrations and share their flavour insights
and recipe ideas.
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Climate Solutions
Through our Climate Solutions program, we work directly
with farmers across the province, engage various levels of
government, and create content to educate and inspire folks in
BC to make climate-friendly food choices. As a response to the
massive potential that agricultural lands have to mitigate climate
change, we work through three interconnected focus areas to
support, advocate for, and amplify sustainable food systems
contributing to climate solutions.

Engaging Eaters
Our Engaging Eaters program empowers British Columbians to make climate-friendly food
choices by sharing informative and inspiring stories through our Climate and Food Story
Series. In 2021, we released four story series using our ‘Feast/Meal/Snack/Bite’ approach,
creating engaging content through multiple mediums that we shared across various
platforms.
Our story series examined sustainable nutrition, composting, supporting local food
producers, and how local food networks build economic resilience. We featured profiles
of five BC farmers, created three high-quality videos, wrote articles, and shared numerous
practical resources, including recipes and infosheets. As part of our story series, we hosted a
webinar, ‘Composting for the Climate.’ Experts Kayla Siefried from the Compost Education
Centre and Dr. Sean Smukler from the UBC Faculty of Land and Food Systems featured
as our guest speakers. Over 70 people attended the webinar live, and we received positive
feedback in our event surveys. Over 75% of respondents claimed they had learned something
new and that the webinar met or exceeded their expectations.

4

story series

68,000 views
And more than 2,200 engagements on our social media
Reaching
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Supporting Farmers & Ranchers
Supporting Farmers and Ranchers connects and collaborates with BC farmers to share
their climate stories and grow our network of climate-friendly farmers. In 2021, we released
informational videos and farmer feature articles that highlighted agricultural climate solutions in
practice throughout the province.
We released six farmer-focused story series, including 12 farmer profiles and five farmer videos. We
also hosted two virtual field days and a webinar, engaging over 75 farmers live. We currently have
138 farmers involved in our climate-friendly farmer network who have been involved in our stories
and speaking at webinars, receive our farmer newsletter, guide our policy recommendations, or
are involved in our climate solutions programming in some way. Farmers were very engaged in this
year’s events and are looking forward to more in-person field days in 2022.

The CleanBC Roadmap is a provincial plan that lays out measures through 2030 to meet
emissions reduction targets and address climate change across the province. In consultation
sessions for the development of the roadmap, we promoted priority actions and needs of the
agriculture sector.
Through our participation in Farmers for Climate Solutions Policy Working Group, we are in an
ongoing dialogue with key policy advocates and analysts about how to shift Canada’s agriculture
to a more climate-friendly model. We bring BC’s unique voice to this virtual table, since the needs
of the vast prairie provinces, for example, are far different from the many distinct ecosystems and
sectors in our province.
In partnership with Farmers for Climate Solutions, we were able to secure a meeting with the
Minister of Agriculture, where we discussed options for BC-relevant farm-based management
practices and other programs that could help to reduce emissions. This meeting was followed by
ongoing dialogue and information exchange with Ministry of Agriculture staff who are working on
BC’s agenda for the next 5-year agricultural framework that will determine the suite of programs
and supports available to farmers in our province from 2023 to 2028.

Quotes from farmers who took our post-event surveys:
“I really like seeing what other farms are doing and we live in a remote
area so online tours are great!”
“Literally, everything spoken of was relevant, and these practices will
be put into use at the first opportunity.”
“I have been hoping to come across a resource like this for months,
and this happened at the exact time where there was time for it - it
was exactly what we needed.”

Farmers for Climate Solutions
Taking action against climate change and supporting climate-friendly agriculture.
We are a proud founding member of Farmers for Climate Solutions (FCS); a national coalition that
advances the role of agriculture in mitigating climate change. FCS engages Canadian agriculture
stakeholders through practical farming solutions, policy recommendations, and supportive
programming. Our staff and advisors have been engaged members in FCS’ Provincial Government
Relations Ad Hoc Working Group, Communications Working Group and the Policy Working Group.
We continue to explore and build formal collaborations with additional organizations as a way to
express that Canada’s progressive agricultural organizations are aligned and coordinated in their
efforts to support farming communities that partake in the climate solution conversation.

Influencing Policy
BC agriculture can play an important role in mitigating climate change. Through various means,
our policy work continuously creates opportunities for dialogue with multiple levels of government
and removes barriers for the agricultural sector. In 2021, in collaboration with the National Farmers
Union, we published, “Leadership and Leverage: Political Opportunities for Climate Change
Mitigation in BC Agriculture”. This document highlights the ways in which agriculture in BC can
positively impact climate change and the means to make changes more feasible for BC farmers.
In May 2021, we held a Think Tank event that brought together provincial civil servants with local
government climate leaders. Following a review of international models of effective climate action,
participants identified the actions they were taking to contribute to emissions reductions and then
explored how to build the social and political license for urgent climate action.
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Community Farms
We
We continue
continue to
to support
support community
community farms
farms initiatives.
initiatives.
Through
the
Community
Farms
Endowment
Through the Community Farms Endowment Fund,
Fund, we
we
were
able
to
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to
support
the
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were able to continue to support the Glen Valley Organic
Farm
Farm Co-op
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Lohbrunner
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in
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Lohbrunner
Lohbrunner Farm in collaboration with the Lohbrunner
Community
Community Farm
Farm Co-op.
Co-op. Read about Glen Valley
Organic Farm Co-op and Lohbrunner Community Farm
Co-op on our website.
What is a community farm?
A community farm is a model of land ownership where farmland is held “in
trust” for a community rather than privately owned. In a community farm, a
community group or co-operative governs the land-use agreements and a
community of farmers shares farming the land.

Lohbrunner Farm Report
With the support of FarmFolk CityFolk, Lohbrunner Community Farm Cooperative (LCFC)
continued to deliver on its core mission of advocating for local agriculture, land stewardship, and
sustainable food security in 2021. In a year full of challenges, we emerged as a cooperative with
more confidence in our own resiliency with the skills, dedication, and drive to take advantage of
new opportunities and confront difficulties that come our way in the future.
LCFC faced for the first time a generational turnover, saying goodbye to Vitality Farms and
Sweet Acres who as the first market tenants on the land, turned 3 acres of overgrown field into
exemplars of organic, urban agriculture. From the sweat of their brow and the work of their
hands, they produced food that fed their communities both directly at market and through
their connections to local restauranteurs. We thank them for their years of dedicated service to
the success of the cooperative. While they may not be actively farming the land with us in 2022,
they are passing their knowledge and wisdom on to Oleron Market Garden and The Glade Farm,
both run by people who carry their same drive.
We also welcomed a number of dedicated volunteers on the farm from a wide variety of
backgrounds who helped the cooperative carry on its potato-breeding project, grew the largest
pumpkin yield in the history of LCFC, performed much-need renovations on the farm house,
and shared in the joys of late-summer harvest. Summer-time staff members organized
community educational events including summer camps for children and helped produced a
stunning array of organically grown flowers.
The connection between the Greater Victoria Area and LCFC grew through our community
events which included the August Abundance Events and our October PumpkinFest. Food was
provided by our friends at Indecent Risotto who transformed the produce from our farmers into
fried risotto balls and fresh salads. The PumpkinFest continued its success from 2020 reaching
an estimated 1,000 people from the community who hunted the fields for the perfect gourds
and pumpkins to celebrate Thanksgiving and Halloween.
This year also reminded us of the challenges that we in agriculture face due to climate change
and how we can provide security for a fundamental societal need. The summer heat dome and
the winter atmospheric rivers broke records that have stood for decades. Despite some loss of
produce to heat loss and damage to infrastructure around the farm, LCFC made it through,
ready to tackle the new opportunities and challenges that 2022 will bring.
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Glen Valley Organic Farm Co-operative
Report
In 2021, Glen Valley Organic Farm Cooperative (GVOFC) adjusted to life in the midst of a pandemic,
introducing protocols to allow for some return to in-person activities, specifically a return to class
tours for students and faculty from Kwantlen Polytechnic University (KPU), as well as UBC Forestry
and UBC Land and Food Systems. For the most part, though, our activities continued to occur
virtually.
This year, our education activities included:
• New Farmer/Agriculture Student supports (virtual CSA workshop participation; in-person
farm activities for KPU and UBC students; and intern training
We supported community access to and knowledge of local food:
• General Public/Youth Group supports (apple grafting workshop)
We supported new models for community-based agriculture and raised awareness of the cooperative model in agriculture:
• Public sector supports (consulting for the BC Ministry of Agriculture; consulting on organic
extension services)
• Non-profit sector supports (BCAFM and Washington State FMA presentations on 		
governance; participation in the Collaborative Farming Podcast; participation in the Climate
Change in Agriculture roundtable through FFCF
• Private sector supports (mediation support to Lohbrunner Farm)
Within GVOFC, we engaged in a strategic planning session, which included outreach to and
consultation with outside organizations. One of the takeaways from that work showed that while
people were familiar with the farm and its farm businesses, they did not necessarily understand the
role of the Co-op. Sharing this story and raising the profile of the Co-op will be a focus for 2022.
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Feast of Fields
We hosted two hybrid Feast of Fields on Vancouver Island and in Metro Vancouver. Participants
picked up boxes of locally sourced ‘bites’ and drinks to bring home and partake in online
programming the following day. Guests followed along as our hosts unboxed the items and
provided educational programming.
On Vancouver Island, Feast guests collected their boxes from Church & State Wines in Brentwood
Bay and joined us virtually from Lohbrunner Community Farm in Langford. They received original
dishes created by some of Vancouver Island’s finest chefs including Chef Morgan Wilson of Q at
the Empress and chefs from Niche Grocerant. Items from Holy Homous, Terra Breads, Seraphina’s
Oven, Driftwood Brewery and more, were included in the boxes. Our host, Riel Hahn, introduced
farmer interviews, chef features, cooking demonstrations, and delivered educational content
around supporting local.
In Metro Vancouver, participants picked up their boxes from YVR Prep in Burnaby and tuned in
to our online programming, broadcast from our very own Research and Education Seed Farm in
Abbotsford. The day was hosted by CBC Vancouver’s Gloria Macarenko and David Catzel. Feast
guests enjoyed tastes and bites from Kizzy’s Macarons, Vancouver Private Dining, Mini Cakes by
Madi and more. Drink selections featured sips from Locality Brewing, Sperling Vineyards, Good
Natured Wine, Hoochy Booch Kombucha and more. We were joined on the farm by Dennis
Leon and Kassandra Antone of Kwantlen First Nation to open the event and Chef TJ Conwi of
Ono Vancouver to show us how to prepare handmade sausages with local vegetable pickles and
purées. We were also joined live on the call by Melinda Kopet from Alkeme, Chef Kunal Dighe
from JW Marriott Parq, and Andy Smith, Farm Manager at Sustainable Agriculture at Kwantlen
Polytechnic University, to talk about their contributions to Feast.
Feast of Fields would not have been possible without the support of our sponsors, particularly
our Platinum Sponsor, Whole Food Market, Gold Sponsor, Vancity Credit Union, Silver Sponsor,
CasusGrill, and Bronze Sponsor, Hippie Snacks and Niche Grocerant, and our media sponsors,
CBC Vancouver, Edible Vancouver & Wine Country, Edible Vancouver Island, Karen Elgersma
Media, and Monday Magazine.
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Our Funders & Sponsors
Win Our Windfall Raffle

Funders, Donors, and Sponsors over $100,000
Government of Canada
Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries

Funders, Donors, and Sponsors $10,000-$100,000
Our 2021 raffle was a great success, raising $8250 in unrestricted funds.
This year, we used Nexus, an electronic raffle system for the first time and
were able to streamline our systems. A huge thanks go to our longtime
raffle supporters: Spirit Ridge at NK’MIP resort, Spinnakers Brewpub and
Guesthouses, Listel Hotel Vancouver, Skipper Otto Seafood CSF, and
Meatme. And new this year were early bird prizes donated by Patagonia.
Thanks to everyone who purchased tickets and congratulations to our lucky
winners. Your support means a lot to us and helps makes our work across BC
possible.

Clif Family Foundation
ECO Canada
Government of British Columbia
Investment Agriculture Foundation
Real Estate Foundation of BC
SeedChange
United Way
Vancity Community Foundation
Vancity Credit Union
Vancouver Foundation
Whole Foods Market

Funders, Donors, and Sponsors between $1,000 and $10,000

This year, one of our winners happened to be a farmer!
“I always love supporting FFCF because I always benefit,
but this is over the top!”
- WOW Raffle winner and BC farmer
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Government of South Korea
Left Coast Naturals
Lohbrunner Community Farm Coop
MakeWay Foundation
Metro Vancouver Regional District
Ministry of Tourism, Arts, Culture and Sports
Niche Grocerant
Sfaira Foundation

In Kind Donations
CasusGrill Canada
CBC Vancouver
Church and State Wines
Edible Vancouver & Wine Country
Edible Vancouver Island
Farm to School BC
FC Capital Corporation INC
Great Little Box Company
GQueues
Karen Elgersma Media
Listel Hotel Vancouver
Meatme
Monday Magazine
Orange Toque Delivery
Patagonia
Skipper Otto Seafood CSF
Spinnakers Brewpub and Guesthouses
Spirit Ridge at NK’MIP resort
UBC Farm
YVR Prep
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Statement of Operations & Net
Assets
FarmFolk CityFolk Society
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS

FarmFolk CityFolk Society
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS

for the year ended December 31

for the year ended December 31

Revenues
Government Grant
Federal
Provincial
Municipal
International
Foundations and Other
Foundations
CMHC Rent Subsidy
Donations and Fundraising
Donations
Fundraising
Endowment
Earned Income
Fees and Sales
Interest and Other Income
Membership
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2021
$
42,376
281,083
5,563
7,000
336,022

2020
Restated
$
57,005
130,627
4,500
192,132

296,622
5,220
301,842

320,343
15,659
336,002

42,355
60,964
13,297
116,616

48,312
32,020
29,844
110,176

16,319
6,545
1,550
24,414
778,894

4,096
2,900
2,490
9,486
647,796

Expenses
Program Expenses
Program Supplies
Contractors and Honoraria
Awards and Distributions
Rental
Operating Expenses
Wages and Benefits
Professional and Consulting Fees
Travel
Communications
Office and Administration
Bank Charges
Office Rent
Advertising and Promotion
Insurance
Income from Operations
Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy
Net Income

2021
$

2020
Restated
$

109,805
92,100
14,300
10,858
227,063

18,915
46,535
92,760
10,496
168,706

482,745
57,402
13,837
8,962
6,878
6,712
6,525
3,794
1,440
588,294
815,358
(36,464)
56,341

390,828
43,508
11,129
9,004
3,330
2,255
20,174
1,635
2,099
483,962
652,668
(4,872)
86,694

19,877

81,822
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FarmFolk CityFolk Society
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
as at December 31

2021

ASSETS
CURRENT
Cash
Accounts Receivable
GST Refundable
Prepaid Expenses
Inventory
LONG-TERM
Land - Lohbrunner Farm

LIABILITIES & NET ASSETS
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable and Accrued Liabilities
Wages Payable
Unearned Revenue
LONG-TERM LIABILITIES
Loan Payable
NET ASSETS
Externally Restricted
Internally Restricted
Invested in Farm Land
Unrestricted Net Assets

Director: Jennifer Freeman
Jennifer Freeman

$

2020
Restated
$

318,210
115,300
5,118
670
439,298

294,077
41,664
1,211
350
498
337,799

300,000

300,000

739,298

637,799

19,970
30,896
270,665
321,531

19,268
8,808
206,834
234,910

90,000
411,531

95,000
329,910

56,341
210,000
61,425
327,766

10,428
59,771
205,000
32,690
307,889

739,298

637,799

farmfolkcityfolk.ca
info@farmfolkcityfolk.ca
604-730-0450
PO BOX 22316 RPO Cedar Cottage,
Vancouver, BC
V5P 0E2
Registered Charitable Number: 892231572 RR 0001

Director:
Lawrence Chan

Director:
Andrea Gunner
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